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Clue 2

We will continue with a few larger cuts for this clue. I have also included the lattice cutting at 
the end. We are doing some easy blocks today, no templates or stars… just HSTs, QST 
(quarter square triangles), rectangles, and squares to complete. Please leave the strip-set 
units we cut in clue 1 for now, we will use them in clue 3. We will complete four (4) Block A 
and ten (10) Block B units followed by the lattice cutting.

Block A:

This is a very easy block to assemble, squares and rectangles sewn together. Let’s begin with 
the MEDIUM squares. We will add the rectangle strips like a log cabin block. Please press 
away from the pieced seam (toward the outside of the block). Complete, these should 
measure 12-1/2”.

LIGHT All Sizes

WOF scraps from C1 Scraps

3-1/2” x 9-1/2” rectangles 4

AND 3-1/2” x 12-1/2” rectangles 4

MEDIUM All Sizes

6-1/2” WOF strips Scraps or 1

Sub-cut to 6-1/2” squares 4

DARK All Sizes

3-1/2” WOF strips Scraps + 1

Sub cut to 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangles 4

AND 3-1/2” x 9-1/2” rectangles 4
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Block B:

Let’s grab those 4-7/8” squares. We need to make some HSTs from these. We need 10 of the 
LIGHT and MEDIUM and 20 POP squares. Please set the remaining POP and MEDIUM 
4-7/8” squares for a bit later. Please draw ONE diagonal line on the wrong side of your 
lightest fabric, I drew on my POP. We will mate a POP with the other squares to create HSTs 
in two colour-ways. 

These HSTs should measure 4-1/2” after you square and press them. You will have 10 
LIGHT/POP and 10 MEDIUM/POP HSTs now.

LIGHT All Sizes

5-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 3

4-7/8” WOF strips Scraps + 1

Sub-cut to 4-7/8” squares 10

4-1/2” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 4-1/2” squares 10

MEDIUM All Sizes

5-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 3

4-7/8” WOF strips Scraps + 2

Sub-cut to 4-7/8” squares 15

4-1/2” WOF strips Scraps + 2

Sub-cut to 4-1/2” squares 20

POP All Sizes

5-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 6

4-7/8” WOF strips 3

Sub-cut to 4-7/8” squares 25
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Please grab the remaining 4-7/8” squares (5 POP and 5 MEDIUM) and cut on ONE diagonal.

Grabbing the 5-1/4” squares (all fabrics), We will mate these (after drawing ONE diagonal line 
on the wrong side of our POP fabric) pop with light and pop with medium. We will stitch these 
exactly like a HST (a scant 1/4” to the left and right of the line). Now, we will cut on BOTH 
diagonals. These final triangles should measure 4-7/8” on one of the short sides. 

We will pair these with the 4-7/8” POP and MEDIUM triangles we cut after assembling our 
HST. Please pair MEDIUM to MEDIUM/POP and POP to LIGHT/POP.

MEDIUM/POP

      LIGHT/POP

Please square these to 4-1/2” and press away from the pieced triangle. You should have ten 
(10) of each colour-way.

Grabbing these units and the remaining 4-1/2” squares, 
let’s lay out this beauty. We need 10 of these. Please 
press these the way the fabric wants to. It will be more 
flat this way. These blocks should measure 12-1/2” now.
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Assembled, these should measure 12-1/2”. We are 
ready to cut the lattice if you choose to use it.

The lattice is OPTIONAL, remember this fabric is 
accounted for in the requirements. I will be adding it 
to my design.

Lattice Cutting: (please remember, this is optional and will make your quilt larger)

You should get about 27-28 from each WOF strip.

DARK Larger size

12-1/2” WOF strips 4

Sub-cut to 1-1/2” x 12-1/2” strips 97
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